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About This Content

The NORSE race comes with its own official players (Lineman, Berserker, Runner, Thrower, Ulfwerener, Yhetee) along with a
couple of star players: Wilhelm Chaney and Icepelt Hammerblow!

Norsemen are homicidal maniacs who love battle and beer! This rolling roadblock may not be the fastest team on the pitch, but
with most players benefiting from Block it’s certainly one of the toughest.

The Yhetee is the Norse’s very own walking mountain. It's a special kind of Troll from the northern lands, adapted to the cold,
harsh environment in order to survive. Norse team coaches include Yhetees in their Blood Bowl teams thanks to their deadly

combination of claws, fierceness, and natural talent for destruction.
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Really cool way of rewarding previous adopters! Free of you already have the game. Unexpected and I really appriciate it :). I'm
just glad Styx 2 is coming out soon so I can pay these devs for thier awsome products. The fact that I get this for free is epic,
caring moar about your fans than money is rare these days.. I am glad they realeased it because the Norse are a really good team.
A very well rounded team. A solid choice for newcomers. Plus you can play as a yeti.
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